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An extraordinary journey
with a BN’B RACK Roof Box.

An extraordinary journey
with a BN’B RACK Roof Box.
The world is behind you, the BN’B RACK premium Roof Box
equip with its array of ultra-convenient features that make
each journey a perfect adventure.

BN’B RACK Authorized Reseller
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Established in 2007 with the goal to provide a full range of certified products.
City, beach or mountain. Our goal is to help you to carry more gears and to arrive
your destination safely.
Let’s take an adventure today.

Beyond The Pursuit Of Italian
Peninsula Excellence
The premier global brand for leisure products to BN’B RACK has developed its new
product- Roof Box is now in partnership with Italian Design Team.
“Together with our partners, the chief Italian industrial designer, we have created a
truly redefined design that delivers world-class quality and style, while staying true to
our Roof Box. It’s a designer’s dream to be able to help BN’B RACK into premium
roof box design.” We’re confident that you will utilize our roof box in every journey.

SECURITY

Safety is essential element to
all BN’B RACK branded
products. To pass the CITY
CRASH test, the components
of the roof box must remain
on the roof during crash at
300 km/hr, thus ensure the
safety of all passengers and
other cars on the road.

LOCK

LOCK

Equipped with the patented Double Snap/central
locking system , to protect
your precious gears.

CITY
CRASH
TESTED

ROOMINESS

No matter baby stroller, camping
gears, or luggage, there's plenty
of space for most of your stuffs.

EFFICIENCY

Even the first time user can
easily mount the roof box
by Quick-fixing system.

Optional kits available:
For roof bars with different channels,
T-bolts and Bracket System are
available for mounting.

USER-CENTRIC

No matter which side you are
at, you can easily open
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with its very own double sided
opening feature.

DURABILITY

The engineered supporting
device consists of a durable
spring loaded bar . It lasts
many years with everyday.

STABILITY

With the strap kit, it fixes
your precious gears in side
of roof box without any
wobbling.

LIGHTER
WEIGHT

RIGIDITY

A truly impressive combination - a super-light
weight engineered ABS shell and a rigid frame
with 25% weight lighter.

AETHETICS

Contemporary Italian design of
DUO Roof Box
RR-2001 A
companies your exquisite personal style.

AERODYNAMICS
RR-2001 A

LOWEST Roof Box has one of the
AIR DRAG lowest air drag among
major competitors .
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Specification

Appearance
Shell Material

Safety
Premium ABS

Certification

ISO 11154:
TÜV and
CITY CRASH Tested

Lock System

Centralized, dual locks

Includes
fixed strap
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Anti-scratch
Exterior Coating

Glossy Black

UV-resistant
Interior Colour

Night Sky Black

Functionality
Opening
Fixing System
Universal Design

Dimensions
Dual opening system
Both: Quick-fixing System
and T-bolt Fixing System
compatible with all roof bar

Volume

460 Liter

Loading
Capacity

75 kg

Dimensions
(LxWxH)

195 x 79 x 36 cm

Weight

17 kg

